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Head and Base Gaskets for Twin Cam and Evolution Engines by Cometic
Tired of blown head gaskets and oil leaking around the base gaskets? These gaskets made by Cometic are the cure. They’re specially-designed to 
withstand the demands of high-performance engines.
The head gaskets consist of three steel layers. The two outer layers are made of .008" stainless spring steel embossed with sealing rings on each 
layer at the cylinder bore and dowel pin holes. Both outer layers are coated with .001" high-temp NBR (Nitrile butadyne rubber) on each side which 
microseals the head to the cylinder. Between the two outer layers is a .020" layer made of aluminized stainless steel that will not flash rust. The 
gaskets are riveted together, keeping the layers perfectly aligned during the engine building process. This unique design achieves superior sealing 
without using dowel pin O-rings, a big plus for larger bore engines.
The base gaskets are of single-layer .020" stainless steel construction, with embossed sealing rings, and feature the .001" NBR coating on each side 
for superior sealing. A slot at each corner of the base gasket vents each of the four stud chambers to the outside. The slots vent the stud chambers, 
ending the cycle of expansion and contraction of trapped air in the stud chamber as the engine heats up and cools down. This cycle is the cause of 
engine oil being drawn up and then forced out from under the base gasket. The embossed design combined with the notches virtually eliminates 
oil leaks at the base gaskets. These are the best gaskets you can buy! Sold in pairs.

Head and Base Gaskets for Twin Cam and Evolution Engines by Cometic

Head 
Gaskets OEM# Description

613306 Twin Cam head gasket 4.060" bore (.030" thick) MLS

613307 Twin Cam head gasket 4.060" bore (.040" thick) MLS

613308 Twin Cam head gasket 4.250" bore (.030" thick) MLS

613309 Twin Cam head gasket 4.250" bore (.040" thick) MLS

092950 16770-84B .030"-thick for stock bore Evolution Big Twin engines from 84-99 and 1200cc Sportster engines from 88-03 

092951 16770-84B .040"-thick for stock bore Evolution Big Twin engines from 84-99 and 1200cc Sportster engines from 88-03 

092952 .030"-thick for 3 5/8"-bore Evolution Big Twins from 84-99 

092953 .040"-thick for 3 5/8"-bore Evolution Big Twins from 84-99 

Base Gaskets

613311 Twin Cam base gasket 4.060" bore (0.010" thick) RC 

613312 Twin Cam base gasket 4.060" bore (0.020" thick) RC  

613313 Twin Cam base gasket 4.250" bore (0.010" thick) RC  

613314 Twin Cam base gasket 4.250" bore (0.020" thick) RC  

092960 .020"-thick for stock bore Evolution Big Twin engines from 84-99 and 1200cc Sportster engines from 88-03 

092962 .020"-thick for 3 5/8"-bore Evolution Big Twins from 84-99 

092963 .020"-thick for 3 13/16"-bore Evolution Big Twins from 84-99

613304 Fits 883cc Sportster 86-93 (pr)

Miscellaneous

613380 27060-55 Intake manifold orings 900 XL and Big Twins 55-77

613383 26856-89 Umbrella valve rocker cover 91-13 Sportsters

092950


